
Specification

Item  Bigger and thicker polyester yoga towel
 Model No. SZDR-JBT-007 

Size 60*120cm, 70*140cm, or as your request
 Packing 1pc/polybag 

 Carton Size 40*43*50 cm 
 GW/NW 16/15kg;Also according to customer's requests 
 Payment T/T, L/C at sight. 
 Delivery 30days to 60days depends on quantity 
 Material 1005 cotton 

 Craft Reactive printing, Jacquard or Embroidery 

Some designs of yoga  towel:



 BEST YOGA TOWEL FOR YOGIS WHO SWEAT: Hands-
down, the best yoga towel for hot bikram and hot yoga. Our proprietary non-
slip fabric utilizes "wet grip" design technology that's uniquely engineered to provide a slip fr
ee grip when the towel is damp. Perfect for those who sweat and especially for Hot Yoga, Bikr
am Yoga, Vinyasa Flow and Power Yoga practitioners.



MAXIMUM STABILITY & SAFETY ON YOUR MAT: The underside of the towel has a light layer of 
anti-skid coating to securely grip your yoga mat. The high-traction, cross-
weave waffle pattern on the topside provides superior gripping action to help you stabilize yo
ur position on the mat, especially when you're sweating. In fact, the more you sweat, the mor
e grippy the towel gets!



SUPER ABSORPTION WITH ANTIMICROBIAL HYGIENIC PROTECTION: The Joyne Tola™ Yoga tow
el is made with super absorbent, moisture wicking microfiber that soaks up moisture and swe
at like a giant sponge. With the best antimicrobial protection available anywhere, the towel p
rovides a perfectly hygienic and safe washable layer for your mat. With the quick drying fabri
c, you'll never have to worry about those embarrassing perspiration puddles on your mat eve
r again.



 ECO-
CONSCIOUS DESIGN: At Joyne Yoga, we actively seek out ways to reduce our environmental f
ootprint with eco-
conscious product design and packaging. The towel comes with a lifetime guarantee so you'll 
be kind to the earth and you'll save money knowing that Joyne Yoga is not wasting resources 
in the production of your eco-friendly yoga towel.



          If you are interested in our beach towels, please feel free to contact us! 
            Click here!! More information about our company!
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